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ABSTRACT

An Analytical ClicmJ stry Measurements Quality Control Program-, 
assurer, the reliability of analytical measurements performed at the 
Barnwell l̂ iclear Fuel Plant. The program includes training, methods 
quality control, replicate sair.pler» and measurement?;, mass neasure- 
inents, inturlaboratory sample exchanges, and standards preparation.
This program has been designed to neet the requirements of 10CFP.70.57. 
Portions of the program have been automated by using a PDP 1.1/35 
computer system to provide features which arc not readily available 
in rcanuil systems. These include such items as realtime measure
ment control, computer calculated bias and precision estimates, 
various surveillance applications, and evaluation of measurement 
system variables.

The efficiency of the computer system has been demonstrated in 
Ratherin?. and assimilating the results of over. 1100 quality control 
samples during a recent cold chemical checl.out campaign. These data 
were used to determine equations for predicting measurements reli
ability estimates; to evaluate measurement performance of the analysts, 
equipment, and measurement period; and to provide directions for 
chemistry methods modifications and additional training requirements.
A procedure of replicate sampling and measuring provides random 
error estimates. The analytical chemintiy measurement quality 
control activities during the campaign represented about 10% of 
the total analytical chemistry effort.

KEYWORDS: Assurance; measurement quality control; realtime quality
control; reliability; replicates; standards

INTRODUCTION

This paper d.-scribcs the Analytical Chemistry Measurements Quality Control Program 
used at the l’aniwcll Nuclear Furl Plant located in Eornvv.ll, South Cc-.roli.na, This plant 
vas built to recover uranium and plutonium from spent light vater reactor fuel. At 
capacity operation, the plant vill daily process live metric tens of uranium and have 
over 200 samples t;:V.en, requiring 800 analytical determinations per day. Analytical Ser
vices Department personnel are responsible for these determinations, which are made for 
controlling plant processes, calibrating in-line monitors,.and accounting for nuclear 
materials. The quality of these measurements is of utmost importance. Therefore, a mea
surement quality control program has been designed to determine, the reliability of the 
analytical measurements. The program help:; identify faulty methods, equipment, analyst 
techniques, reagents, and systems vhich require remedial attention.

A "Measurement Control Prej-ran for Special Nuclear'Materials Control aind Accounting" 
(10CFK70.57) is required by the Nuclear Refillatorv Commission. In addition to nuclear 
material • easurorents, the Faruvell program includes all routine measurements. The. total 
program includes the following' segments:

1. A procedure for training and testing th--; technicians.
2. A procfduro for an.ilyt it il ohr.~.istry methods quality control.
3. A procedure fm replicate samples and rciisurrments.



A. A procedure for mass measurements and balance quality control.
5. Participation in an interlaboratory ft.vr.pl c c'xchange program.
6. The preparation of reagents and standards.

Larne portions of rcgr.-.ent two of the program have been automated by using the labora
tory computer system. The- use of the computer s.yfitem will be discussed in detail. Other 
segments of the prop,ran will be addressed briefly.

THE ANALYTICAL CHEMISTRY METPOHS OfALlTY CONTROL PROCEDURE

Presently some 25 analytical chemistry method.': are included in this segment of our 
quality control prop,ran. Each method lias a stated range for v:liich the nethod is.appli
cable. Standards are prepared to cover the range of each ncthod. Usually several pairs 
of standards are made up a couple of standard deviations apart to cover the range. These 
are used in the quality control program to test the various levels over the range. Tn most 
cases these standards arc packaged in glass ampuls and flame sealed. Currently, the Stan
dards Laboratory has over 50,000 standards packaged in flarie scaled .ampuls for use in the 
quality control and training activities. The reference values for these standards are 
proprietary and known only to the Standards Laboratory personnel.

Technicians are trained to use the analytical chemistry methods b> analyzing a known 
bench standard until they become proficient with the method. Then they are required to 
analyze nine unknown standards. If statistical evaluation of the results proves satisfac
tory, the technician is qualified to use the method for the analyses of plant samples.

Routinely, each shift an analytical chemistry method is used, the analyst is required 
to analyse a quality control standard. If this measurement is vi.thin the control limits 
for the method, he is permitted to use the. method for plant sample, measurements. However, 
if it is out of control, the measurement system must he corrected before plant samples can 
be analyzed.

To achieve this requirement, the laboratory computer system has been programmed to 
control the quality of our analytical methods measurements. The computer monitors each 
laboratory method and will lock out the calculation program for a Method if a standard 
indicates the method is out of control. A description of this system is given.

Laboratory Computer System Description

The laboratory computer systen as shown in Figure 1, consists of a PDP 1.1/35 CPU with 
64 K of memory, multiple disk drives, dual magnetic tape transports, and various input/ 
output terminals (Dl'.Cwr iters and CUT terminals). On*.— fourth of the disk storage provides 
over 5000 files for the quality control standards activities. -Periodically, data from 
analyzed standards are transferred to magnetic tape for long term storage. Terminals are 
located at strategic points in the laboratories, process control rooms, and the administra
tion building. Initially, only two laboratory instruments were interfaced directly to the 
system, a mass spectrometer and a multichannel analyzer. V’e are currently interfacing 
balances, densimeters, fluorophotometers, automatic titrators, and other laboratory instru
ments.

The system is built around the RSTS/F. (resource sharing-time sharing) operating sys
tems, version 615, and utilizes a l'Af.lC-ILl’S language processor. All applications programs 
for the individual analytical methods are written in a modular format using thin powerful 
version of I-ASIC. This system has been operating successfully for two years. During this 
period we have experienced less than IS unscheduled downtime.

The plant recently completed a 10-week cold run during which some 4300 samples verc 
analyzed to produce 11,000 measurement s. This system proved to be effective in handling 
up to 200.samples per day in addition to the quality rontroV standards, During the run 
1100 quality control standards (<;CS) were analyzed. The quality control effort represented 
about 10!, of the total analytical effort.



Quality Control Standards

Kor an analyst to have assurance that a measurement system is working properly when 
using a manual measurement rontrol system, he rust analyze a bench standard having a known . 
value end plot the rosul l on a control chart. There Is a por.hiM.Hiy the analyst's result 
night be biased to fall within the control chart limits when the value Is knovn. Therefore, 
for management to obtain unbiased estimates of the measurement errors, standards with values 
unknown to the analyst must be treasured in addition to the kiuv.m bench standards. Actual, 
mt-asurcr.cnt control Is usually limited to administrative control and could ho ignored by 
tlie analyst. In an automated system, only unknowns are required. The computer provides 
immediate .evaluation of the analyst's* result. If the. computer indicates the ne/isurement is 
in control, the analyst nay analyze process sarcpl.es. If not, the conputer lock.-; out the 
method until corrective action is taken and an analyzed standard is in control. This sys
tem provides realtime measurement quality control.

One of the objectives of the program is to determine each method's precision over its 
stated range. To do this, quality control, standards are arranged in a sequence tc covet 
the method's range.

The quality control chemist uses a computer program to rapidly log standards onto the 
disk and sequence them. This achieves the objective of covering the range of the method 
with an equal number of standards. Figure 2 illustrates how the computer prompts the chem
ist for the information needed to generate an alternating scheme. of standards in a sequence, 
lie lias an opportunity to approve input before, it is stored. By alternating sublevel, samples 
that are one or two standard deviations apart, the analyst never knows which subsanple he 
lias at the level being tested.

Upon final approval, the computer prints out a table similar to the one in Table I and 
the data are stored on the QC disk. This printout is used )*n the laboratory as a guide in 
labeling the ampuls containing the .standard solutions.

After labeling, the ampuls are placed in a sample storage area. One standard is ana
lyzed each shift a method is used. All levels of the method's range are tested by requiring 
the analyst to take the lowest numbered standard from the available sequence and use a con
stant aliquot size. It is analyzed according to the procedure- in the method. Upon com
pletion of the analysis, the analyst uses the computer to calculate his results. He inputs 
all of the data requested by the computer.

Figure. 3 provides a sample of the dialogue between the analyst and computer. The 
analyst's input is underlined. He calls for the "DATA" program t:o calculate results of his 
Eieasuremcnl. In this illustration, on line 14, the computer prompted "QC OK SVL?" and the 
analyst tyr-ed, "SPL". The computer responded "NO S.Viri.K ANALYSIS I'N'TIb A QC SjA’IDAUD IS 
RUN* Th*)S SHIFT." The computer checks to see if an "in limits" standard has been analyzed 
within the past nine hours. If not, the computer locks out that method until a standard is 
analyzed that, is in limits.

«
The calculated value is displayed for approval before being tested by the computer.

If the result appears questionable, the analyst car. reject the calculation and enter new 
data. After approval, the result is compared with the reference value’s acceptable range. 
The computer responds whether the measurement is vithin limits or not. V’hat the analyst 
does next depends upon the response. The three possible responses are shown in Figure. 4.
A three standard deviation 3Jr.it has been established as the out-of-control limit. Results 
between the two to three ri;m;’nrd deviation limit: arc flagged with an asterisk. If two 
consecutive standards are. flagged, the method may be going out of control and corrective 
action is required. The analyst ana his supervisor evaluate the situation and take the 
necessary action. In cases where they are unable to determine a cause for out-of-control 
situation tnd cannot gel the computer unlocked with the unknown standards, bench standards 
of known concentration have been hoped into the computer. Known values provide the 
analyst with guidance as to the direction of his bias. Also, if there is n mismatch be
tween the reference values in the computer and the. actual values, these standards can be 
used to unlock the computer if the results are within the control limits.



Surveillance

Surveillance activities arc performed by all personnel. Upon evaluation of a stan
dard's analysis, the analyst it> given a message to indicate the r.tate of control of the 
measurement r.yisten anti appropriate action is taken. In addition to the analyst, the super
visor monitors the quality cc.r.trol ler.ults. Standards Laboratory personnel dally monitor 
the measurement activities of the laboratory. The computer Ir. programmed to dally print 
out n summary of all Rtandardsi.:easuror..ontn made during the past 2J< hours on a tcrnin.nl.
The quality control chemist exorcises bin surveillance responsibility by reviewing the 
measurements anu Initiating corrective action as nec-dcd.

Control activities can be checked at any tire by a "OC STATUS" program. Analyzed 
standards can be. reviewed by r.etliod, acronym, standard number, or all methods. An example
of the "QC STATUS" using the acronym subroutine to check a method ir. shown in Table II.
The chemist specified status by the. acronym 2U02 for a uranium fluorophotonietric method.
The 02 denotes a specific Instrument. The computer listed the. stored quality control stan
dards that have been analyzc-d on that instrument. The analysis, reference value, dif
ference between the two, standard deviation, result of the evaluation ("JN" or "OUT"), num
ber of standard deviations, plus the analyst's initials, crow, and date are given in the 
status report.

This information was plotted on a control chart so measurement performance of the 
method can easily be viewed. Figure 5 illustrates a control chart depleting the results 
of the ''QC STATUS" sheet plus subsequent data. The control chart reveals a problem on the
7th of February. One of the reagents was contaminated. After it was replaced, the. method
cane bock in control and there were no further problems.

Quality Control Standard Data Evaluation

In addition to method performance nurvcillar.ee, quality control data can bo evaluated 
by method, inntrument, annlynt, or time pcriot’. The results of: these evaluations can bo 
studied to determine if there are any problems with the components of a measurement system. 
Table III r-hovs the evaluation of one analyst's measurements for the fluorophotcnetric 
method.. When all the data for a method are analyzed, the analyser, are grouped according 
to reference value. The mean and standard deviation of the reported values at each sublevel 
are calculated. Equations are fitted to the data by regression. They are used to calculate 
estimates of the standard deviation and provide bias corrections. These equations are in
serted into a program vhich generates bins correction tables and estimates of the standard 
deviations of various levels of the method. These reports arc used by laboratory super
visors and Nuclear Materials Control personnel in evaluating measurement performance.

The eqr :tions are also included in the calculation programs for the appropriate analy
tical' method. All measurements are bias corrected and reported vit.ii the. standard deviation. 
These statistics provide reliability estimates for analytical me; surcments.

PROCEDURE FOR REPLICATE SAMPLES AND MEASVKFMKNi'S OF KFCLFAK MATERIALS

Replicate measurements art* required for all. measurement methods used to generate data 
for nuclear materials control and accountability purposes. The replicate measurements are 
used to estimate the combined random error variance for sampling and analytical measure.-- 
dents. Satsplc points within the plant that arc covered in the replicate measurement pro
cedure include input, output, and inventory locations. There are two parts to this proce
dure.

Replicate Sampling

Multiple samples arc taken from accountability simple points. At.least two samples 
arc taken and measured using a density method to test for hom.igrr.cit v. Analyzing duplicate 
samples provides assurance that the sat-plcs are representative of the nuclear material r. in 
the vessel fivm which, they were collected. Most of the samp line, is performed in remote 
analytical facilities equipped with master slave manipulators. The facilitv is divided 
into cells vMch arc used for sampling and analytical measurement work. Needle block sam
plers are used to sample some 75 v«\-isuionent points within tl.iu plant. Samples are ana 1 v.’-ed



by a densimeter which has a remote head in one of the sample analytical celln. The instru
ment readout panel. is loc.<ited outiildn the cell. Thin equipment Is currently hcinp. Inter
faced with our computer systim. After two samples have been analyzed, th»: results are 
tested to see If they fall within the predetrrminod limits set up for that point. If they 
do, the samples are accepted as homogeneous and further analytics arc performed, If not, 
additional samples are token until they satisfy the requirements for replicate samples.

Replicate Kcar.urements

During a cold run uni nr, natural uranium, 20"', of the samples were resubaiittc-d for re
plicate measurements. They were randomly selected by the quality control, chemist" and suo- 
tiitted within 48 hours to different crews for analyses. Those samples were distributed 
over the measurement' period. The samples submitted for replicate measurements were coded 
as quality control samples from the measurement point from which they were taken. They 
were analyzed for nuclear material content, density, and acid concentration. The replicate 
result was compared to the original result: find if the difference between the results ex
ceeded the lir.its for the measurement point, a third bottle was analyzed. All data.were 
handled by our computer and stored for evaluation at a later date. Eventually, they were
transferred to magnetic tape for long term storage. These data were used by Nuclear Ma
terials Control personnel to estimate the random error associated with the sampling and 
analytical measuring activities of the measurement process. Figure 6 is an illustration of 
a final report: generated by the computer for one of the replicate samples submitted as a
quality control sample for a measurement point.

HASS AND BALANCE Ql’ALITl’ CONTROL ACTIVITIES

The purpose of the mass and balance quality control segment of the program is to comply
with the requirements specified.in 10CFR70.57 (b)(8)(i), (b)(12). Procedures are provided 
for ikcasurir.g and documenting mass measurement reliability.. They provide data for random 
error estimates on weighing measurements. They are applicable to all mass standards and 
balances used for the measurement of nuclear Materials.

OUTSIDE MEASUREMENT EVALUATION PROGRAMS

The Safeguards Analytical Laboratory Evaluation (SALE) Program administered by the 
United States Department of Energy’s New Prunswick Laboratory is sponsored by the J'UC and 
POE. The goal of the program is to provide a means for laboratories to demonstrate their
continued proficiency in safeguards measurements of nuclear material by periodic inter-
laboratory measurements comparisons. The Larnwell laboratory participnt.es in the SALE pro
gram for the following reasons:

1. To demonstrate, our analytical measurement capabilities.
2. To provide, outside surveillance of our nuclear material measurement processes.
3. To provide an independent evaluation of our measurement activities.
A. To compare our measurement ability with those of other participants in the program.

•
ANALYTICAL STANDARDS AND REAGENTS

All standards and reagents used in the laboratory arc prepared by the Standards Sec
tion. This minimizes the error introduced by having a large number of people making the!r 
own reagents and standards for analytical chemistry method".. For nuclear materials measure
ments, standards are prepared having traeoabi]ity to the National l'urcau of Standards.
Most of these standards are packaged in ampuls and flame scaled as mentioned earlier. Rea
gents and standards preparations arc documented and dated. If they are suspected when a 
measurement system goes out of control, this provides a means of checking them.

SW-YARY

This program has been developed to include proven measurement control techniques, 
innovations of modern technology, and requirements for good measurement reliability. During 
periods of high measurement activity, the quality control activities represent 10* of the 
analytical effoit. The computer system:



1. Vomit*: the- use: of a nfnir'in r>ur,.be;r of standards,
2. Allovs physical control of the i iCar.ui (-r:ct:t pre>cei;s by locV.lnp, r e t hodout,
3. Handles large qu.uu it ies of d•• t;j u*;iu;; modern rocr<rd hnndl inf’, techniques §
U. 1’en.! t r. readily aval lable. fiiirvclllar.ee of I hr- measur̂ rr-ent process,
5. Provides* In-depth evaluation of the various components of the measurement process,
6. bias corrects the measurements and calculator; the appropriate standard deviation.

Procedures for rtpUcr.ie samples and measurements provide random error estimates for 
the parts of the measurement systems. The other segments of the program assure us that our 
neasurcs.cnt activities are under control.

riaT.KS taklf.s

Table I. Computer printed table of quality control, standard sequence.

Table 11. Cor.puto.r printed program for obtaining the status of analyzed quality control
standardu.

Tabic 111. Computer printed evaluation for an analyst's quality control standard
generated during the measurement period.

Figure 1. Schematic shotting the components of the laboratory computer systen.

Figure 2. Computer printout illustrating the login program for a sequence of quality con
trol standards.

Figure 3. Computer printout illustrating the program for quality control standard data 
entry by an analyst.

Figure 4. Quality cor.tro] slane'-)j:d £ie»v diagram f o r various responses by the computer.

Figure 5. Method U-F-l-Il quality control chart illustration of plotted data from Table II
and subsequent data. Analyst's initials and standard's identification number 
are listed.

•Figure 6. Illustration of computer printed final report of analytical measurements on a 
sample submitted as a quality control standard for replicaLe v.:c,.asurcne-*nts.



Tfiblc I. Corapul-flr printed table of quality control standards cequencc. 

METHOD
QC STD 0 LEVEL SUP. LEVEL I'.EF VALUE SD
2U 501 1 1 1 .1
2U 502 1 2 1.2 .1
2U 503 2 1 13 1.3
211 504 2 2 11.7 1.3
2U 505 3 1 5f> 2.5
2U 506 3 2 58.5 2.5
2U 507 A 1 98 A.O
2U 508 A 2 96 A.O

2U 561 1 2 1.1 .1
2U 562 2 2 11.7 1.3
2U 563 3 2 58.5 2.5
2U 564 A 2 96 A.O
DATA STORED

Table IT. Computer printed prop,rain for obtaining the status of 
analyzed quality control standards.

QC STATUS

? ACRONYM * 2l'Q2
(DENOTES INSTRUMENT)

2U02

STD f> RFF F.X1* BIAS sn IN/OUT DEVIATION C/A PATE

501 1.00 1.15 .15 .1 IN 1.5 E/JAL 27-JAN-73
502 1.1. 1.05 -.05 .1 IN -.5 A/CJA 31-JAN-78
503 13.0 15.8 2.8 1.3 IN 2.15 E/JAL 03-FEB-78
50A 12.7 15.2 2.5 1.3 IN 1.92 1!/ LAK 06-FEB-78
505 56 62 6.0 2.5 IN 2.A E/JAL 07-IT.B-78
506 58.5 66.5 8.0 2.5 OUT 3.2 E/JAL 07-FEB-78
90005 30.0 36.0 6.0 1.5 OUT A.O E/JAL 07-FETli-78
90006 30.0 29.0 1.0 1.5 IN r-,33 F/JAI. 07-FEB-78



Table 117. Computer printed evaluation for an analyst's quality control 
standards generated during the Measurement period. .

ACRONYM = 2H02

KNOWN REPORTED BIAS ANALYST 6 OF STD

2.8 2.93 -.18 B/THS -.642
2.8 2.65 .15 B/TMS .535
.24 .24 0 B/TMS 0
.24 .15 .06 B/TMS 1.818

2.8 2.74 .06 C/TMS .214
16 14.64 1.30 B/TMS .85

.23 .29 -.06 B/TMS -1.818
15.5 14.52 .98 B/TMS .612
15.5 13.29 2.21 B/TKS 1.381
50 54.22 -4.22 B/TMS -.843

.23 .24 -.01 B/TMS -.303

.23 23.71 -23.43 B/TMS -711.515 0Vr.it 5 S!) (P07KT REJECTED)

ONE POINT AT K *= 16 R = 14.04
ONE POINT AT K = 50 R = 54.22
3 POJKTS AT K  ̂2.8 KlAIi = 2.79 STD DEV = .1705f.7 
2 POIKT AT K - .24 MEAN = .21 STD DEV « .42426',I7.-]
2 POINTS AT K •-= .23 ME/.:; - .265 STD DEV = . 353553E-1
2 POINTS AT K - 15.5 MEAN = 13.905 STD DEV = .869741

TOTAL NO. 01- DATA POINTS - 11 .
TOTAL NO. OF LEVELS = 6

STANDARD DEVIATION EQUATION’:
STD DEV *. A*K'2+B*>;+C WHERE A •= .00024, B *= .05061, C = .02097 

BIAS CORRECTION EQUATION:
CORRECTION - A*K-2+B*K-h : WHERE A ** -.00181, B = .0732, C *= -.0194



Fip.urc 1. Schematic shoving the con.poncnts of the laboratory computer systen,



QC LOC
ID? HSfi!
03-VEF78 11:02
? SEQUENCE
STORE DA') A (Y OR N)? Y
METHOD OF ACROLTfM (M OR A)? H
METHOD « l’-F-1-B
UKITS = PPM
HUMBER OF LEVELS = 4
KL’MBER OF STDS AT EACH LEVEL =_2
HOW MANY CYCLES =_2_
INITIAL SKQDLaCE KUKBER - 501" • 
LEVEL 1
111 « 1̂ 0 
R2 = 1_J] •
SU = ^1""
OK (Y OR t;)? Y 
LEVEL 2 
R1 = 13 
R2 = 11.7 
SD 1 ^
OK (Y OK ;;)? Y

Fipnrc 2. Cor.puttir printout illustrating the login prcgrr.Tn for a sequence 
of quality control standards.



DATA
03-FF.R-78, 10:45
ckev:/a!;alyst = f./jat.
METHO!) « I'-F-l-P,
which
ENTER 1 FOR JA, 2 FOP. OPNL (HCLA), 3 FOR OKNL (Ur6)?_2
CALII'UATK (Y OP. IQ? N
LAST EQUATION COEFFICIENTS
ON 22-JUL-77 PA' F./JMR
A «= .64/(664
B «= .859144
C = . 179854F.-3
CORR COUF = .999998
QC OR SPL? SPL
NO SPL ANALYSIS UNTIL A QC STANDARD IS RUN THIS SHIFT
qc or r/ri? g c
QC NUMBER? ?.!’( !o03 
ENTER QC DATA:
03—VEK-78, 10:45 
AQUEOUS SAMPLE (Y OR K)? Y
dilution (Y OP. K)? N_
SPL ALIQUOT (ML)? 7d_
MIBK VOL (ML)? 2 
ORG AL1Q VOLUME (ML)? .1 
INSTP.l'ML'MT READING? 421.5 
CONC « 15.79 PPM 
RESULTS OK (Y OR K)? Y 
*RESULTS KETWEEK 2 and 3 SI)

Fir.urc 3. Computer printout illustrating the prop,mu for quality control standard dal 
entry by analyst..



"IK", RESULT IS WITHIN THE 12 STANDARD DEVIATION RANGE.

RESULTS ARE WITHIN THE +2-3 STANDARD DEVIATION RANGE.

"OUT", RESULTS EXCEED THE +3 STANDARD DEVIATION’ LIMIT. THE METHOD IS 
STAT1ST1CAI.lv OUT OF CONTROL AND CORRECTIVE ACTION IS REQUIRED.

«
fir.ure A. Quality control standard flow diagram for various responses 
by the computer.
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Fipure 5. Method U-F-l-R quality control chart illustration of 
plotted uata fror.i Table II and subsequent data. Analyst’s initials 
and standard's identification number are listed.



FINAL REPORT 
SAMPLE 11157

Sample Point: N-34

Sample II): QC 32 ■

REQUESTED FA’ APPROVED BY
AS/JPC JDS

LOG IN LOG OUT
15-SEP-77, 15:33 15-SEP-77, 23:10
SAMPLING DATE SAMPLING TIME
9-15-77 15:33

COMMENT 
U-VI REQUESTED AND RUN
SMALL AMOUNT OF SAMPLE DID NOT TITRATE ENOUGH

ANALYSIS RESULT UNITS SD(ISIGMA) METHOD ANALYST DATE TIME

D 0.5 G U/L .03 U-VT-l-A C/I.AK ■15-SEP-77 18:10
H+ 3.623 N .07 ACID-Vr-l-Ii C/LAK 15-SEP-77 20:06

1.1222 G/KI, .0005
AT 25 DLG C IW-DM-l-A C/LAK 15-SEP-77 20:20

PI pure 6. Illustration of computer printed final report-of analytical r.ieasurc— 
lucnts on a sawplc submit Led as a quality control standard for replicate Measure
ments.


